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African cultural rebirth: a literary approach


Babatunde Ayeleru∗


Department of European Studies, University of Ibadan, Nigeria


African culture has suffered a serious neglect since the attainment of independence in the 1960s
by many of the countries of Africa. This appalling situation has been caused mainly by the
imposition of the colonial master’s foreign language. These cultures have indeed ruptured
the autochthonous African traditions thereby making some Africans alien to their cultures.
This paper, as a way of introduction, clarifies the relationship between humanities and pure
sciences. It examines, as part of humanistic studies, the literary creation of the pre-
independence period of Africa as presented by the Negritude movement. While making a
case for the renaissance of the fading African cultures through some of the Negritude
postulations, it seeks to re-evaluate the Negritude concept and position vis-à-vis other
cultures of the world and advocate a fruitful symbiosis where one culture does not
inferiorize the other. Some Negritude works, especially the poems of Léopold Sédar
Senghor, Birago Diop, David Diop, and Camara Laye are analyzed with a view to
advocating a regeneration of African traditions. This paper concludes that while cultural
symbiosis needs to be encouraged, African cultural values must be protected from total
domination by foreign influences.


Keywords: African culture; humanities; Negritude movement; Léopold Sédar Senghor;
cultural symbiosis


Introduction


The study of humanities in its broadest sense has to do with knowledge which concerns human


nature and existence. French and Francophone universities, for convenience and pragmatism,


group the arts, social sciences, and law together under the ‘Faculté des Arts, Lettres et Sciences


Humaines’ (Faculty of Letters and Human Sciences). The English system, and especially the


Nigerian arrangement, makes a clear distinction between the arts and the social sciences. In


respect of this division, the humanities comprise the arts, social sciences, and law; even the


pure/natural sciences can be classified as humanistic studies. Science can only be made
useful if it has relevance to human development. According to Obinaju (2008, 9) quoting,


Udoh A. Etuk, a renowned professor of philosophy:


It is not the building of roads and bridges and skyscrapers, nor the flying in supersonic jets, and all
these technical skills which essentially define the spirit of man. Other animals do those things and
they are a great deal smarter at them than man.


The above position is that science has to serve humanity if it must be useful and appreciated.


Obinaju (2008, 9), describes the humanities as:


. . .the group of disciplines that ideally aims to impart liberal education to equip men and women, not
with any specific technical skills, but with the kind of education that would make them well
informed; well-rounded and cultured individuals, and versatile and contributing members of the
human society.
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Literature is a big branch of the humanities. The adjective ‘big’ is used because literature


cuts across all spheres of knowledge in the humanities and also medicine. Literature has its


root in disciplines like philosophy, history, politics, economics, sociology, religion, and medi-


cine. Literature, especially French literature, is based on philosophy and history. I doubt if a


critic of French literature can excel without a fairly good knowledge of philosophers like Des-


cartes, Emmanuel Kant, Jean Jacques Rousseau, Jean Paul Sartre, and Karl Marx. These huma-


nist philosophers have contributed immensely to the growth of literature. This clarification is


necessary to facilitate the discourse of literature as a promoter of culture in general and


African culture in particular.


Literature and culture


Attempting a definition of literature in this paper may be a futile exercise. However, it is apposite


to agree with the school of thought which holds that literature, which may be written or oral,


mirrors the society. Using language, literature performs numerous functions; prominent


among them are didactic and entertaining functions. While describing literature and its roles,


Obinaju (2008, 9 – 10) posits that:


Literature which itself proceeds from language, is closely linked to human activities on earth. It
therefore reflects and refracts the goings on in the societies, using whichever languages are obtain-
able and adequate for such human groupings. For this reason, in every human community across the
ages, literature has been elevated to a very high pedestal and assigned the noble and major role of
educating man right from his infancy thus helping him to appreciate and perpetuate the norms
and values of his race or social group as well as fulfil himself.


Culture, on the other hand, is an attribute of man, and culture is numerous and diverse. This


explains why it is often said that no culture is superior to the other. In Africa, since colonization,


literary practitioners have been in the forefront of the defence of African cultures. Writers like


Léopold Sédar Senghor, Birago Diop, Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka, Cyprian Ekwensi, and a


host of others have written extensively on the revaluation of African cultures.


Francophone Africa has a long experience of nationalist and cultural struggle. The French


colonial policy of assimilation completely supplanted the African cultures. France claimed to


have gone to her colonies on a mission civilisatrice (civilizing mission). The main objective of


the policy was to assimilate black Africans into the French culture. Africans were expected to


reason, speak, dress, eat, and live à la française. The colonial French administration did not


allow Africans to participate in the management of their countries, and the teaching of national


languages was prohibited in their schools. Western education was provided at the primary and sec-


ondary levels. A few Africans were, however, fortunate to be sent to France for higher education.


Prominent among these were Sédar Senghor, Birago Diop, Aloiune Diop, Mongo Béti and some


Caribbeans including Aimé Césaire, Léon Damas, and Etienne Lero.


As part of the struggle against the colonization and emasculation of African cultures, black


students in France under several names ranging from L’étudiant noir to La négritude, started


publishing articles where they discussed the despicable activities of the colonial masters in


Africa. Etienne Lero started a journal called Légitime Défense. This journal was published


once and the ‘only number contained a violent attack on the French colonial policy and its


demoralising effects on the black personality’ (See Abiola Irele 1977, 8). The journal, L’étudiant


noir, was founded by Senghor, Césaire, Damas, and Birago Diop. Alioune Diop also established


Présence Africaine, which later transformed into a publishing house, to compliment the efforts


of other journal outlets. The publication of Césaire’s Cahier d’un retour au pays natal (1939)


introduced for the first time the word négritude which later became a household name in Fran-


cophone literature. Negritude started as a literary movement and later metamorphosed into a
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socio-political and cultural movement. According to Césaire, ‘la négritude, c’est la simple


reconnaissance du fait d’être noir, et l’acceptation de ce fait, de notre destin de noir, de notre


histoire et de notre culture’ (Négritude is the simple recognition of the fact of being black


and the acceptance of this fact, of our destiny as black people, of our history, and our culture)


(Irele 1977, 9).


It is also important to stress that the Negritude movement and its postulations constitute


humanistic studies because its activities can be located within the arts and social sciences. It


looks at the generality of black culture, especially, black African culture.


Since the inauguration of the Negritude movement, Francophone African writers have


devoted a greater part of their literary activities to the emancipation of African people and


their cultures. Irele (1977, 10) succinctly describes this struggle thus:


These themes range from the revolt against colonial domination in its political, cultural and moral
aspects, to a defence and revaluation of Africa and its people and culture, and the cultivation of a
mystique of the black race. The central motivation of this literature can be seen as the quest of a Wes-
ternised and alienated black élite for an identity and in consequence their effort to affirm their racial
belonging.


I will in this paper attempt to revisit the Negritude movement by foregrounding some of its


positive and still relevant concepts, but also carry out a critique of the present status and ideology


of the movement. Though some critics like Boukman argue that Negritude’s goals ‘have been


by-passed’ politically and literarily (see Thompson 2008, 211), some of its tenets are still


germane to African cultural rebirth, as I intend to demonstrate in this paper.


The Negritude movement comprises two groups: the one with the aggressive tendency was


made up of writers like Aimé Césaire, Léon Damas, and David Diop. They were more aggressive


and revolutionary than the second group, made up of Sédar Senghor, Birago Diop, and Camara


Laye, which believed in a subtle approach to the struggle against colonization and its negative


roles in Africa. Unlike the Césaire group which believed in a single identity for the black race,


the Senghorian bloc believed in what was called symbiose culturelle (cultural symbiosis). Each


writer’s approach was determined by his experience as I shall illustrate in the following analyses


of some poems.


David Diop, born of a Senegalese father and a Cameroonian mother, grew up and was


schooled in France among white men. He experienced racial oppression and segregation. All


these experiences made him more daring and violent in the condemnation of the Europeans


and their colonization. In his collection of poems entitled Coups de pilon (1973), Diop violently


criticizes Europe for destroying the rich cultural heritage of Africa. He, therefore, challenges the


oppressed people of Africa to rise up in defence of their cultures, personality, and identity. In the


poem titled ‘Celui qui a tout perdu’ (The One that Lost Everything), he shows how peaceful


Africa was before her invasion by the whites:


Le soleil brillait dans ma case


Et mes femmes étaient belles et souples


Comme les palmiers sous la brise des soirs,


Mes enfants glissaient sur le grand fleuve


Aux profondeurs de mort


. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . ..


Et mes pirogues luttaient avec les crocodiles,


La lune, maternelle, accompagnait mes danses


Le rythme frénétique et lourd du tam-tam,


Tam-tam de la joie, tam-tam de l’insouciance


Au milieu des feux de liberté.
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Puis un jour, le silence. . .


Les rayons du soleil semblèrent s’éteindre


Dans ma case vide de sens.


Mes femmes écrasèrent leurs bouches rougies


Sur les lèvres minces et dures des conquérants aux yeux d’acier


Et mes enfants quittèrent leur nudité paisible


Pour l’uniforme de fer et de sang.


Votre voix s’est éteinte aussi.


Les fers de l’esclavage ont déchiré mon cœur


Tam-tam de mes nuits, tam-tam de mes pères.


(Diop 1973, 34)


The sun was shining in the hut


And my wives were beautiful and supple


Like palm trees under the evening breeze


My children were gliding on the big river,


At the depth of death


And my boat were struggling with crocodiles


The moon, motherly, was following our dances


The frenetic rhythm and heavy drum


Drum of joy, drum of peace


Amidst the light of freedom.


Then, one day, silence. . .


The sun rays seemed quenched


In my meaningless hut


My wives rubbing their red painted mouths


On the lean and hard lips of the iron-eyed conquerors


And my children left their peaceful nudity


For the iron and blood uniform


Your voice also quenched


The iron of slavery had torn my heart,


My nights’ drum, my fathers’ drum.


The poem above gives a nostalgic description of the original and untainted Africa where


peace and harmony reigned supreme. The second stanza of the poem describes the sudden


arrival of the European colonizers and its attendant negative effects on Africans and their


cultures. According to the poem, the Whiteman’s invasion destroyed the peaceful existence


and cultural values of Africa. The Whiteman also succeeded in introducing immorality in the


hitherto morally upright Africa. African women are now seen indulging in illicit affairs with


the Whiteman. We shall all agree that this immorality exported to the continent is unabatedly


growing.


In another short poem, ‘Le temps du martyre’ (The Time of the Martyr), David Diop openly


exposes the sadistic, exploitative, and hypocritical natures of the colonial masters. The poem


reads thus:


Le Blanc a tué mon père


Mon père était fier


Le Blanc a violé ma mère


Ma mère était belle
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Le Blanc a courbé mon frère sous le soleil des routes


Mon frère était fort


Le Blanc a tourné vers moi


Ses mains rouges de sang


Noir


Et de sa voix de Maı̂tre;


« Hé boy, un berger, une serviette, de l’eau ! »


(Diop 1973, 33)


The Whiteman killed my father


My father was proud


The Whiteman raped my mother


My mother was beautiful


The Whiteman bent my brother under the sun of forced labour


My brother was strong


The Whiteman turned to me


His hands covered with Blackman’s blood


And said in his authoritative voice


« Hé boy, a shepherd, a serviette, and water! »


David Diop is exceptionally bold and remarkably blunt in this poem. He exposes how Europe


bastardized and destroyed African cultures. He concisely summarizes the death, murder, forced


labour, and sadism that characterized colonization. The poem concludes by showing how Europe


acts as mastermind of crises and cautiously washes its hands.


The third poem taken from Coups de pilon is provocative. It is meant to awaken the con-


sciousness of Africans and incite them into revolutionary actions. The title of the poem, ‘Défi


à la force’ (Challenge of Force), its theme, and language are suggestive of its confrontational


inclination:


Toi qui plies toi qui pleures


Toi qui meurs un jour comme ça sans savoir pourquoi


Toi qui luttes qui veilles pour le repos de l’Autre


Toi qui ne regardes plus avec le rire aux yeux


Toi mon frère au visage de peur et d’angoisse


Relève-toi et crie : NON !


(Diop 1973, 38)


You who plead you who weep


You who die one day like that without knowing the reason


You who struggle, who keep vigil for Another to sleep


You who no longer look with smile in your face


You my brother with look of fear and agony


Rise up and cry: NO!


This is, probably, the shortest and most pungent poem of David Diop where he clearly and


loudly calls out the oppressed people of Africa to rise up in defence of their cultures and identity.


The poem is written in seven verses of simple and touching language. The first six verses are


written in a conversational form where the poet is addressing an imaginary African. The use


of the personal/subject pronoun, ‘toi’, is suggestive of a dialogue between the addresser
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(locuteur) and the addressee (interlocuteur). The poet reminds this subjugated Blackman of his


oppressed condition and tortured life as a colonized person. He describes how miserable he has


become as a result of colonization and its attendant depressing effects. The last verse is in the


imperative mood, and it is a challenge thrown to the oppressed people of Africa to rise up in


defence of their cultures. The three poems may be said to be representative of the group with


aggressive and revolutionary penchant.


The second divide is the Negritude group with a subtle approach and the precursor of cultural


symbiosis. In this group, Camara Laye is preferred. It is true that Laye is more of a novelist than


a poet, but his poem entitled ‘A ma mère’, which also appears as a prologue to his first novel and


chef d’oeuvre, L’enfant noir, is selected for this discourse.


Femme noire, femme africaine


O toi, ma mère, je pense à toi. . .


O Daman, o ma mère, toi qui me portas sur le dos, toi qui


m’allaitas, toi qui gouvernas mes premiers pas, toi qui la


première m’ouvris les yeux aux prodiges de la terre, je pense à toi. . .


. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .


O Daman, Daman de la grande famille des forgerons, ma pensée


Toujours se tourne vers toi, la tienne à chaque pas m’accompagne,


O Daman, ma mère, j’aimerais encore être dans ta chaleur,


être enfant près de toi. . .


(Camara 1973, 119)


Black woman, African woman


O you, my mother, I think of you. . .


O Daman, o my mother, you who put me on your back, you that


breastfed me, you who guided my first steps, you who first


opened my eyes to the wonders of the earth, I think of you. . .


. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . ...


O Daman, Daman of the great family of blacksmiths, my thought


Always turns towards you, yours follows each of my steps,


O Daman, my mother, I would like to be again in your tenderness,to be a child near you. . .


Just like the novel itself, the poem, ‘A ma mère’, chants the praises of Africa, its people, and


cultures. To some, Laye’s approach to the debunking of wrong assertions of European literature


is subtle and revealing. He cleverly introduces African cultures as humane, rich and all encom-


passing. It is evident that the poem expresses nostalgia on the part of the author who is far away


in France. It is also pertinent to mention that the poet wishes a return to the original Africa and


advocates the cultural rebirth of Africa as he says: ‘O Daman, ma mère, j’aimerais encore être


dans ta chaleur, être enfant près de toi’. (O Daman, my mother, I would like to be again in your


tenderness, to be a child near you.)


However, this praising of the African woman and the secondary position given to her have


been criticized by some African feminists like Ogundipe Leslie, Aduke Adebayo (1996), and


Chikwenye Okonjo Ogunyemi who argue that the African woman is not created to perform


the motherly role and be restricted to her kitchen alone but also capable of undertaking laudable


career jobs and occupying high professional and administrative positions.


There is no doubt that Laye received a lot of condemnation from his fellow African writers


for the seeming nonchalant attitude of his literary creation towards the struggle against coloni-


zation. Those of the radical school believed that Laye treated the colonial activities with kid
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gloves in hand thereby supporting the colonization of Africa. His main reason for writing


L’enfant noir was to reduce boredom:


When I was living in Paris, far away from Guinea where I was born, far away from my parents,
leading for the most part a very solitary life that had already lasted for several years, my thought
would often go back to my own country and family. Then, one day, it occurred to me that although
my recollections were still very fresh in my mind, they would be bound to fade in time. . ..So I started
writing them down (Camara 1978, 157).


Through these ‘memoirs’, Laye is able to showcase the rich African culture even to the admira-


tion of the colonialists who earlier referred to Africans as animals that needed domestication.


Achebe could not hide his disdain for Laye’s childhood narration in L’enfant noir. He maintains


that:


In spite of my great admiration for Camara Laye as a writer I must still say that I find The Dark Child a
little too sweet. I admit that recollections of one’s childhood tend naturally to be spread over with an aura
of innocence and beauty; and I realize that Camara Laye wrote his book when he was feeling particularly
lonely and home-sick in France. But I maintain that any serious African writer who wants to plead the
cause of the past must not be God’s advocate, he must also do duty for the devil (1978, 9).


Achebe has a right to his opinion about Laye’s literary work. It should, however, be understood


that Laye too has a right to produce any literary work of his choice as his works protect and


valorize African cultures. While defending the African cultures, Camara Laye looks at the


Africa of the past and compares it with the so-called modern Africa:


Yesterday, in Africa, we were nearer to beings and things, and that for reasons which are not at all
mysterious. Perhaps it was only because our life was less busy and we ourselves less distracted. We
were shielded by having fewer artificial elements in our lives, fewer facilities. Our town cut us off
less from the country (Camara 1978, 159).


The traditional Africa was natural as it took care of ‘beings and things’. Birago Diop also


recognizes this fact and treats it in his poem ‘Souffles’ (1977). Camara Laye believes strongly


in the African culture and does not fail to celebrate it in his literary works. He agrees that the


mission civilisatrice brings some positive changes to Africa, but also underscores the fact that


it also hinders the growth of the African autochthonous culture. He says that ‘through colonisation,


French civilisation has taught us a language that we shall carefully preserve. However, there is also


much it has taken away from our own civilisation’ (Camara 1978, 164). It should be quickly men-


tioned that we have been preserving European languages at the expense of our national languages


as many parents no longer speak their mother tongues to their children at home. This situation is


widespread today in Nigeria even in the families where parents themselves are mere incipient first


bilingual in their mother tongue and the English language.


African religion and modernization


Religion is an integral part of every culture. That applies to the African traditional religion. The


contact between Europe and Africa has adversely affected the existence and growth of African


traditional religions. Christianity and Islam came to displace the worship of Sango, Ifa, Osun,


Ogun, and Obatala. John Henrik Clarke, an African American historian (1976, 155) claims


that ‘Christianity was born and developed, largely on the soil of Africa and, from its inception,


was a religion of the oppressed’. The colonialist imported Christianity to soften the heart of the


colonized black man, to make him amenable to exploitation and oppression. The doctrines of


this imported religion encouraged its followers to believe in its tenets without questioning.


This belief, indeed fatalism, is condemned in literary works like Ferdinand Oyono’s Le vieux


nègre et la médaille (1958) (The Old Man and the Medal), Une vie de boy (Houseboy), and


Mongo Béti’s Le pauvre Christ de Bomba (1976) (The Poor Christ of Bomba). Oyono does
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not spare the Catholic Mission in his aforementioned novels. Mongo Béti, too, is more audacious


in his The Poor Christ of Bomba, where he does not only expose the hypocrisy of the white and


Catholic Missionary, but also demonstrates the outright failure of Christianity.


On the Islamic part, Bestman (1981, 41 – 2) opines that the Islamic religion encourages


human subjugation, exploitation, and oppression. He condemns the oppressive posture of


Islam towards women. He maintains that:


La religion musulmane orthodoxe semble constituer un des plus puissants obstacles au progrès
social, tout au moins en Afrique noire. En apprenant aux croyants à subir leur malheur sans mot
dire, elle semble opposée à toute initiative personnelle et à toute innovation. En encourageant la ser-
vitude des femmes, elle freine le mouvement d’émancipation et fait obstacle à l’évolution désirée.


The orthodox Muslim religion appears to constitute one of the most powerful obstacles to social pro-
gress, especially in black Africa. By teaching its believers to accept their misfortune without uttering
a word, it seems opposed to all forms of personal initiative and every innovation. While encouraging
woman’s servitude, it retards emancipatory growth and constitutes obstacle to the desired progress.


The colonialists made use of the Islamic and Christian religions as weapons of oppression,


socio-economic and political exploitation. This fact is evident in the African literary creations of


the colonial era, especially those of francophone Africa.


Sembène Ousmane, a son of an Islamic cleric in Senegal, grew up to condemn Islam, his


religion of birth. Having experienced Islam from childhood to adulthood, Sembène, equipped


with Marxist ideology, condemned all the negative tendencies of Islamic doctrine. These


include religious fatalism, oppression, polygamy, and ignorance. In his Les bouts de bois de


Dieu (God’s Bits of Wood) (1971), the white masters in the rail industry try to dissuade the


rail workers from continuing their strike but the attempt to break the strike is punctured by


Bakayoko, the protagonist who remarks thus:


Le grand Sereigne N’Dakarou vous a parlé de Dieu. Ne sait-il donc pas que ceux qui ont faim et soif
désertent le chemin qui mène à la mosquée.


(Ousmane 1971, 336).


The chief Imam of Dakar has talked to you about God. Doesn’t he know that those who are hungry
and thirsty desert the road that leads to the mosque?


Sembène Ousmane, as a Marxist, would no doubt question every negative tendency of reli-


gion toward human development, as Karl Marx himself warned that religion was the opium of


the people. This position is not to throw away religion and all its roles. Our insistence is that


religion must wear a human face, if it indeed seeks to serve humanity. Today, in Nigeria,


there are more churches and mosques than schools; but, crime and immorality are still on the


increase. Criminal acts coming out of religious institutions are even greater than those emanating


from known shanty towns in our country. Surprisingly, those practising these foreign religions


are always quick in passing judgements and uncomplimentary remarks on the adherents of the


traditional African religions. The adherents of the foreign religions indulge in provocation under


the guise of evangelism. One hardly sees or hears an Ifa oracular who condemns Muslims and


Islam nor would he disparage Christians and Christianity. No wonder there are incessant reli-


gious crises between Muslims and Christians in Nigeria.


It is obvious that the doctrine or the faith people profess today, either as Christians or


Muslims, preaches peace, harmony, happiness, and brotherhood; which our traditional religions


also underscore. Although these religions may be different in name and practice, they all tilt


towards spirituality. At this juncture, I would like to share the view of Cheik Anta Diop in


his second book entitled The Cultural Unity of Negro-Africa as quoted by Clarke: ‘I have


tried to bring out the profound cultural unity still alive beneath the deceptive appearance of cul-


tural heterogeneity’ (1976, 148).
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For many decades, African writers have been privileging issues of African cultural rebirth and


valorization where contact with Europe has resulted in it being bastardized. Birago Diop, popu-


larly referred to as a traditional African poet, shows the impact of sacrifice as a form of respect


for and permission from the gods before embarking on any physical journey or project. This


can be likened to the service of dedication in modern religions. In his poem, ‘Viatique’ (1948),


he presents a young man who undergoes a ritual as a preparation for a long journey. Also, in ‘Souf-


fles’ (1948), Diop demonstrates the African belief in the existence of their ancestors. This means


that, like Islam and Christianity, African traditional religions also believe in life after death. The


poem below will explicate this further:


Ecoute plus souvent


les choses que les êtres.


La voix du feu s’entend,


entend la voix de l’eau,


écoute dans le vent


le buisson en sanglots.


C’est le souffle des ancestres. . .


Ceux qui sont morts ne sont jamais partis,


ils sont dans l’ombre qui s’éclair


et dans l’ombre qui s’épaissit,


les morts ne sont pas sous la terre:


ils sont dans l’arbre qui frémit,


ils sont dans le bois qui gémit.


ils sont dans l’eau qui coule,


ils sont dans l’eau qui dort,


ils sont dans la cave, ils sont dans la foule:


les morts ne sont pas morts. (Diop 1948).


Listen more often


to things than beings.


The voice of fire is heard,


hear the voice of water,


hear in the wind


the bush is sobbing.


It is the spirit of the ancestors. . .


Those who are dead never went away,


they are in the darkness which brightens


and in the darkness which thickens,


the dead are not under the earth:


they are in the tree that trembles


they are in the wood that groans


they are in the water that runs


they are in the water that sleeps


they are in the cave, they are in the crowd:


the dead are not dead.


Muslim and Christian adherents may want to argue that the African traditional religion does


not share the same thoughts and beliefs as their faith; the above poem has therefore been quoted


extensively to demonstrate a point of convergence. Islam and Christianity also believe in life


after death, and that their dead are not under the ground in their graves. They believe that
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they are with Allah or with the Lord Jesus. In the African belief, too, the dead are not in their


graves; they are spirits, moving freely about as guardians of their children and people.


Towards a re-evaluation of the Negritude postulations


Soyinka’s criticism of Negritude is best represented with the expression ‘the tiger does not


proclaim its tigritude, it pounces on its prey’(see Jahn, 1968, 265). He argues that the Negritude


apostles like Senghor and Césaire need more action than speeches about African cultures and


conditions vis-à-vis colonization (see Irele 1981). He feels that Negritude belongs to the colonial


ideology because it gives a defensive character to any African idea (see Carlberg 1989). The need


for a re-appraisal of the whole human phenomenon is paramount in Soyinka’s advocated or


expected position of Negritude. Sartre’s criticism of Negritude came in ‘Orphée Noir’, the


preface to Senghor’s anthology of poems, where he refers to the movement as ‘racisme anti-


raciste’ (Sartre 1948). The majority of Negritude poems, especially the ones treated in this


paper, have anti-white or anti-European themes, which lend credence to the racist inclinations


of Senghorian Negritude. Later, some African critics, such as the South African author, Ezekiel


Mphalele, and Frantz Fanon, critically re-evaluated the ideological standpoints of the movement.


Mphalele’s criticism of the movement is harsher as he views Senghor’s position as one that


contributes to the ‘myth of the Noble savage’ while Fanon sees it as ‘a limiting philosophy that


made less – not more – of African reality because of its focus on the preservation of traditional


African values’ (see Duckworth 2010). As regards Senghor’s professed African socialism,


Irele (2008) observes that Senghor’s African socialism is not and cannot be compared with


those of the Anglophone Nkrumah and Nyeyere in terms of socio-political actions:


Senghor’s African socialism does not offer more than the idea of social and political action. His
socialism does not have the concrete quality of parallel ideas evolved in English-speaking Africa.
It lacks the pragmatic edge of Nkrumah’s pronouncements or the urgent conviction of Nyerere’s
manifestoes (Irele 2008, 208 – 09).


Irele’s comment seems to re-echo Soyinka’s position about the ‘much talk less action syn-


drome’ of Senghor’s Negritude. It is obvious, from the foregoing, that the ‘racisme anti-raciste’


tendency of the Senghorian Negritude and its projection as a reservoir and preservation of the


pre-colonial African civilization have attracted the severest criticism as Thompson (2008)


observes. It is also clear that the Senghorian viewpoints about African cultures cannot stand


the test of time in this age of globalization, an age where cross-culturalism is being encouraged


for the good of humanity. No culture or civilization can stand as an island because the world is


now leaning towards ‘glocalization’ as a means of ‘globalization’. The whole world has become


a global village thereby encouraging the transfer of knowledge and technology from one


culture/continent to the other.


Conclusion


From the foregoing, it is obvious that African written literatures, right from their inception, have


been performing protective functions for the African people and cultures. They started as littéra-


ture de protestation (literature of protest), then littérature engagée (literature of commitment),


and have finally become largely an autocritic. This auto-criticism makes African literatures


function as watchdogs of the nouveaux élites who took over the mantle of leadership from


the colonial administrators. African literatures are committed to the revaluation and protection


of the African personality. The position of some of the writers considered in this paper tallies


with that of Achebe (1978, 10) who argues that ‘the writer should be concerned with the question


of human values’. African writers, whether Francophone, Anglophone, or Lusophone, should
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therefore rededicate themselves to the renaissance of African cultures; this will, consequently,


boost the integration of Africa into the contemporary globalized civilization.


While inviting African writers, both old and young, to rise in defence of the African cultural


heritage, this paper concludes by quoting Camara Laye (1978, 164), who shares his experience


about the African cultural rebirth:


Under the guidance of our President, His Excellency Sekou Touré, the first thing we did, after inde-
pendence, was to take hold of ourselves again. Very quickly, we picked up again our own music, our
own literature, our own sculpture; all, that is to say, that was most deeply implanted in us and that had
been slumbering during sixty years of our colonisation. That is our new soul (emphasis added).


1


Note


1. All translations are by the author.
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